my RESEARCH home

Your connection to all things research at Duke.

LINKS
Access relevant research links to systems both internal and external to Duke, without having to log in multiple times.

TRAINING
Manage your assigned training consolidated from multiple systems with due dates and links to the courses.

PROJECTS
View information about all your projects, including account balances, award statuses, IRB expirations, and salary distribution.

FUNDING
Review recommended internal and external funding opportunities based on your funding profiles.

AGREEMENTS AND PATENTS
View information about your agreements and patents from ORC and OLV.

REPORTS
Access financial reports and projection tools relevant to your projects.

FIND A COLLABORATOR
Use Scholars@Duke to find investigators with common research interests and update your Scholars profile.

NEED HELP?
Quickly contact the Research Navigators, experts who can assist with a variety of research-related questions and requests.

RESOURCES + SERVICES
Search Duke’s research resources and services by project phase in a single catalogue.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Stay current on the latest Duke news relevant to the research community.

Log in at: mrh.duke.edu

Have ideas, questions, or want to schedule a demo?
Contact: myresearchhome@duke.edu

Learn more: myresearchhome.duke.edu
Contact: myresearchhome@duke.edu
Login to the portal: mrh.duke.edu
my RESEARCH navigators

Your resource for clinical, translational, and basic research support.

NAVIGATORS CAN:

• Connect researchers with helpful resources
• Answer questions about policies and best practices in conducting research at Duke
• Identify funding opportunities and educational programs
• Locate subject matter experts or potential collaborators
• Help onboard new researchers

Have a question about any of the research cores at Duke?
Want to find contacts or collaborators?
Need information about a policy?

YOU NEED A NAVIGATOR.

Use the NEED HELP? window in myRESEARCHhome to connect with us.

Have an idea or question?
Contact: myresearchnavigators@duke.edu

myRESEARCHhome & myRESEARCHnavigators are supported in part by the Duke Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI). To learn more, visit ctsi.duke.edu